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I don’t want no god on my lawn, just a flower to help along.
‘cause the soul of nobody knows, how a flower grows.
The longer boats are coming to win us,
coming to win us, coming to win us.
The longer boats are coming to win us, hold onto the shore,
or they’ll be takin’ the key from the door… “We aren’t
passengers on spaceship Earth…we’re the crew!
Cat Steven’s “Tea for the Tillerman”

waters…let’s not forget the fractures in cultures of small
towns and villages world-wide. The religion of mass
consumption and its addiction to excess have become the
established religion of America in the worship of this Beast.
What was needed was conscience driven economies rather
than market driven consciences. American consumerism set
standards of consumption that are now desired by much of the
world…and unsustainable for the future of our planet. It
brings to mind another line in a song from Cat Stevens on the
same album. “Where Do the Children Play?”
The underlying tension and anxiety of the day follow me
into my garden and into my sleep at night. It readily intrudes
into causal conversations. Wars, acts of terrorism, genocide,
opioid addictions and related deaths, racial hatred and conflict
are front page daily. Are we witness to the Fall of Mankind in
the last chapter of human history?
I have for 50 years of my life hoped to be on the “world
saving” side of the human equation. For success in achieving
that end, if it is possible, most of humanity needs to get onboard in that equation. Humanity needs to experience change
of heart, mind, and soul. Jesus and many other great prophets
were martyred while teaching and living toward this end.
Another “re-branding” of Jesus and God to support worldly
agendas of political power or economic power will not do it.
This fascinating and magical world we live in was a gift to us.
We were Created into it by the Creator. (Who is not a guy up
in the sky taking sides) Our ancestors, and all other humans
and creatures were created within this creation and intimately
connected to it. To truly appreciate and love the Creator is to
appreciate and love the creation, to nurture, care for, and
defend it against destruction. As my personal journey became
grounded in this place, my perception of community grew
from one of geographical location to a community without
physical borders. This perception frees us to realize and
appreciate the deeper and highest parts of the human
experience. If we can lead others to love and feel joy in
Nature and from working in harmony with Earth’s other
inhabitants…well…that’s the challenge ahead of us.
As we take on the challenges of putting ideals into actual
practice, we must not only resist, but overcome the darkness
by living in the light, and becoming a beacon for that light. It
isn’t the darkness of the night we should fear most, it is the
growing darkness and disharmony in hearts and souls of
people across the globe. Soooo….TURN ON YOUR
LOVELIGHT. LET IT SHINE BRIGHTLY! Come on
over, (or down, or up), to the “big room” for good music,
good company, good food, and share some harmony with us.
LOVE AND PEACE,
Maintenance and repair
p.s. we still need some help!

Hello Hobbits, Travelers, Earthlings, & Narnian friends!
The signs tell us Fall is not far away in the seasonal cycle
of nature, (and perhaps for the whole of human existence!).
The cool nights down in the 40’s, leaves falling, the sun’s
arch moving south, are stirring up those fall instincts to
prepare for winter. I refer to that when it hits me as “squirrel
fever”. Almost all of the parking spaces on my fly strip
hanging from the ceiling are occupied. Thank goodness for
high ceilings! I was hoping to save the last unused fly strip in
my misc. drawer for next year…and my fly swatters have
cracks in the plastic part. I am done mentally with flies,
mosquitoes, and zucchini this year. A good hard frost will
take care of most of the issue. Unfortunately it will take care
of the tomatoes, peppers, basil, and cucumbers- (regular
income for me at the farmers’ market), at the same time.
Predictably the demand after the frost will exceed what it was
during the season. The early morning drive into the market as
the summer is retiring for the year, is usually pretty awesome
with the pink to red sunrises, the mist in the valleys and low
spots, and the golden hues resulting from the descending
angle of the sun sweeping across mature crops and ditchweeds from the east. The anticipated fall sunsets and evening
skies in the west have been marred somewhat by the haze of
smoke from wild fires in CA, the West, and the NW.
Hurricanes and floods have been up-ending things all
across the Caribbean, while twitter storms coming from D.C.
have been stirring up demons with potential to be equally as
disruptive across the globe. It gives me twitter-jitters. Factfree diets of high frac-tose con-syrup make for serious
thinking deficiencies.
Cat Stevens verses in the intro above conjure up for me, in
this “modern era”, or “post modern era”, real images of
warships with raised hackles of artillery and missiles pointed
at somebody while they prowl the seas and harbors around the
world. They protect the interests of the mythological “Free
Market”. Pretending that a delusional Free Market is the same
as democracy and that citizens do not have the right to
restrict, inhibit, or level the field for the common good, these
iron Leviathans keep the seas safe for corporate internationals
oil-tankers, ore-boats, merchant vessels to keep the flow
going in the Empire Games. As they carry resources and
goodies to consumer cultures with insatiable appetites, they
leave behind deep holes in Planet Earth and poison in the
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If you would like to make a monetary gift, checks can be made out to
folk forum and mailed in to: folk forum, c/o the oak center general
store, 67011 Hwy 63, Lake City, MN 55041, or dropped off during a
concert or at the store.

Call (507) 753-2080, email:folkforum@riverland.org.
*Mailing List: If you would like to be on it, please make a
small donation of ~$5/yr or more and fill out the form on the insert
in this newsletter. If you have donated recently and didn’t get on it,
please let us know. Our apologies!!
Concerts: $15 in advance/ $18 at the door
Inquire if you are low income
Kids freewill donation for shows not sold out.

THE MENU
THE DEAD PIGEONS
Saturday, Oct. 7 th, 8PM
Foot stomping barroom bluegrass
The Dead Pigeons have come to be known for their infectious, foot
stomping sound - an original mix of upbeat barroom bluegrass and
lyrically driven ballads. One day they excel at corralling a rowdy
festival crowd and the next they are captivating a discerning theater
audience. Born on the West Bank of Minneapolis, The Dead
Pigeons have been touring, picking, and perfecting their sound for
the past 6 years. Constantly evolving, The Pigeons remain steady at
the core - a group of dedicated homegrown musicians with a unique
brand that has captivated fans throughout the country. Their debut
album, “Even if I Knew,” has been a great success, going on its
third pressing. Don’t miss their Oak Center debut!
RITA HOSKINGS & SEAN FEDER
Saturday, Oct. 14 th, 8PM
Country/ Folk
Northern California’s Rita Hosking sings of culture clash, dishes,
forest fires, black holes, and hope in her fierce and captivating
country-folk voice. Her latest of six albums, the hero’s-journeythemed “Frankie and the No-Go Road,” was praised by Maverick
Magazine as having “more authenticity and integrity than you can
shake a stick at.” With her stories and soul-stirring delivery, this
“force of nature” (Fiddlefreak Folk Review) partners with Sean
Feder on sparkling dobro and banjo to deliver what Acoustic
Magazine calls “timeless, unhurried elegance.”
BAREFOOT WONDER: BRUCE BOWERS & RIC GILLMAN
Saturday, Oct 21 st, 8PM
Folk/ Americana/ Rock
T Bruce Bowers and Ric Gillman are quite a pair. With almost a
century of musical experience between them, they bring a wide
variety of flavors to the table. From Doc Watson guitar picking, to
blazing Led Zeppelin electric violin, it’s a banquet every night.
With T Bruce Bowers on electric and acoustic violin, acoustic
mandolin and Ric Gillman and Acoustic 6 and 12 string guitar. It is
always interesting, and sometimes down right unpredictable, each
performance is an adventure.
BOILED IN LEAD
Saturday Oct. 28 th, 8PM
Celtic music infused with punk-rock attitude
Since 1983, BiL have been innovators in bridging traditional music
from many cultures with the sound and attitude of a rock band. A
Boiled In Lead concert is a combination of darkly-tinged folk
ballads and originals alongside instrumental dance music from
Ireland and elsewhere. Enthusiastic, powerful, technically brilliant,
playing a wealth of instruments with extreme dynamics, Boiled In

Thank you
· Thanks to everyone who volunteers to help us keep folk forum alive
with your time or donations. Thanks to the Lynn’s for your steady
support, (and to Austin and Sierra), help at concerts, for procuring
supplies, cleaning, washing tablecloths, and running the concessions.
Thank you Mariposa, (a.k.a. Kathy), Mandy, Margaret, Mary Emma,
Laurie, Grace, Hope, Hiromi, and all others who help put together the
great food, then jump in wherever needed. Double-thanks to Kathy for
help on many other things, including this newsletter. And to Dr. (Todd)
“Oz”, who regularly drives up after teaching classes at UWL all week.
He regularly brings his expanding family along. Congratulations on
your baby boy, we can’t wait to meet him! Heartfelt thanks to Matt
Bruzek, Doug Duncan, and Meghan for computer and website help.
You have been the rescue crew for this computer illiterate old Luddite.
Thanks to Allen for hanging posters, may we see your smiling face at
music this year!!!
· To help us again face the coming cold, let us know you care and lend
us some time to help get wood in. It’s nice when the building is warm.
If anyone would like to sign up as a regular volunteer to help us keep
hosting these events, WE STILL NEED YOU! A special thanks to
Lawrence and Mary Schwanke for their long-time generous support.
And to Nate Underwood, Mike Perry, Alan and Sophie Knaeble and
Alan’s uncle Jerry, Cy Champa, Ron and Carolyn Drude, the Sundin’s,
Kitzerows, the Erdmans, Amanda Deischer, Stacy Chinander, Jenni
Doyle, Jim Perry, and everyone else who sent in donations of any
amount to cover mailings and other costs. We know from all the thank
you-s we receive from patrons and visitors to the community that your
support for this magical shared journey is appreciated.
· The solar project engineered and installed by Common Sense
Development of Plainview, has been on-line for 2 years now. We have
seen some good reductions in our monthly utility bill, however the
utility savings are still trying to catch up with the interest on our loan…
and won’t until we get the principle paid down further. If you can
contribute any amount toward this end, it would take some of the
pressure off of limited finances. We have finally located a business that
could replace our older and dysfunctional wind generator. Finances
there also prevent us from moving ahead toward renewable energy
independence.
Volunteers for folk forum—it is a difficult act to do all these fine
programs without the generous help from you. We especially need
volunteers to hang posters in Rochester, Red Wing, Plainview,
Mazzeppa and other surrounding communities. To Alan and Judy
Hoffman for hanging posters in Rochester, and Claire and Jim Abbot in
Wabasha. THANKS!! We always need regular volunteers as well to
help clean up before and after shows and someone with computer skills
to help update/ maintain the mailing list and work on press releases,
etc…If you can help, please let us know when you are available.
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Lead routinely demolishes genres with its highly-identifiable sound.
An Onion A&E quote describes the band’s approach well: “…the
prime purveyor of a style of Celtic music infused with punk-rock
attitude, developing over the years with a hard-driving swirl that
combined Irish folk with heavy rock and elements of styles from all
over the world…even without amplification, Boiled In Lead can
summon up furious punk-folk energy.”
ROBBY VEE & HIS ROCK-N-ROLL CARAVAN OF STARS
Saturday, Nov. 4 th, 8PM
Rock-n-Roll/ Rockabilly/ Americana/ Roots
Join us for an evening of electricity and music hosted by the Prince
of Twang and Second Generation Rockabilly Hall of Famer
ROBBY VEE. Robby is currently touring with a tradition from his
family heritage, Fairs, Festivals, Casinos and Theaters with his rock
n roll caravan of stars. A celebration of the golden era of rock-n-roll
including musical tributes to: Twang Guitar (Chuck Berry, Duane
Eddy, Ventures, Dick Dale), (father) Bobby Vee & Buddy Holly
Feb 3rd "the day the music died", Memphis & Sun Records with the
music of Elvis, Cash, Lewis & Perkins, Dick Clark & American
Bandstand, a solute to Vinyl Records, also a Traditional Americana
Roots tribute spanning from Hank Williams, Bob Dylan to
Bluegrass, Hillbilly Music & 'good ol' foot stompin' hip shaken' awop-bop-allu bop rock-n-roll !'
THE HIGH 48’s
Saturday, Nov. 11 th, 8PM
Bluegrass
Since forming in 2006, The High 48s have been making music that
combines the soulful sound of classic bluegrass with a modern
attitude, original songs and a wide range of influences far beyond
Bill Monroe, the Stanley Brothers, and Flatt and Scruggs. In a genre
created and dominated by artists from the South, The High 48s were
born and raised in the Upper Midwest. And in a music scene where
playing standards is the norm, The High 48s are a band of
songwriters who perform their own material in addition to the
“festival favorites.” They return to Oak Center for another
entertaining, high-energy show.
CHUCK SUCHY
Saturday, Nov. 18 th, 8PM
Original and provocative folk and storytelling
Singer/songwriter/farmer Chuck Suchy returns to the Oak Center
General Store to perform his special original songs and stories.
Suchy has been heralded as “One of the great American
songwriters” by Rod Kennedy, founder of the Kerrville (TX) Folk
Festival – the premiere songwriting festival in America. Dirty Linen
Folk Magazine says of Suchy: “ Ya gotta love this guy, he writes a
fine song , plays steady guitar, sings with rare confidence and
lives his material!” He is the recipient of the 2015 North Dakota
Governor’s Award for the Arts. Suchy raises grass fed beef on the
farm he grew up on near Mandan, ND.
ERIK KOSKINEN AND FRIENDS
Saturday, Nov. 25 th, 8PM
Blues /folk/ country/ fusion
Best known as an ace guitarist and Producer/Engineer of Trampled
By Turtles, Erik Koskinen should also be recognized as a masterful
songwriter and rousing country singer. His dulcet tone and
demeanor rival artists like Sting and Bon Jovi. Come experience his
original brand of American music at Oak Center.
THE BARLEY JACKS WITH BRIAN WICKLUND
Saturday, Dec. 2 nd, 8PM
Innovative bluegrass and roots music with virtuosic skill and soul
The Barley Jacks sing original vocals and play jaw–dropping
instrumentals in a spirit of excitement and fun. They are masters of

the fiddle, guitar, bass and drum who meld their divergent
backgrounds of blues and bluegrass, classical and Celtic, R and B
and bebop to inspire each other and create something entirely new.
Ron Arsenault from the Rock Bend Music Festival calls them
“musicians' musicians playing seriously good music. If you can sit
there and listen to these guys without smiling or tapping your toe,
check your pulse." Come tap your toes on the floor at Oak Center!
MOLLY MAHER and HER DISBELIEVERS
Saturday Dec. 9 th, 8PM
Alt-Country/ Folk/ Americana/ Bluesy Roots
If it’s possible for a band to own a town, then Molly Maher and her
band of Disbelievers are as close as it gets to holding the keys.
Molly is considered by some the reigning queen of the Twin Cities
scene — she’s an incomparable singer and songwriter with
compelling depth and soul, and has shared the stage with some of
the best acts in the country, among them Los Lobos and John Hiatt.
Oak Center is excited to have her back with opener Mary Bue, an
indie musician and yoga studio owner in Minneapolis. A prolific
songwriter with nearly 7 albums under her belt, Mary’s music
touches upon archetypal themes of the human condition: love, loss,
triumph, dreams, and the natural world. She weaves sacred subject
matter into her songs with inquiries into the spirit, the seeking of
deeper levels of consciousness, and deep concern for the
environment all mixed into her sometimes crass, real-world hue.
RADOSLAV LORKOVIC & T BRUCE BOWERS
Saturday, Dec. 16 th, 8PM
Blues, Cajun, Jazz, Zydeco& Folk
Drawing from a multitude of influences ranging from elegant
classical and jazz styles to the rawest, most basic blues, country and
soul, Radoslav Lorković has taken on an unusually broad musical
spectrum and refined it into his distinctive piano style. With his
great voice, incredible piano, and other worldly accordion, it just
gets better every time. He is joined tonight by T. Bruce Bowers of
Barefoot Wonder on electric and acoustic violin and acoustic
mandolin. Together, they’ll perform an amazingly diverse and
artistically performed collection of originals in many musical genres
CHARLIE PARR
*Friday, Dec. 22 nd, 8PM
Authentic, Northshore Blues
Authentic gets used way too much, but when you hear Charlie you'll
understand its meaning. Charlie shows up with his lived-in rasp of a
voice, a National Resonator guitar, a twelve string acoustic, a banjo,
a batch of his own songs, and well-traveled numbers by revered
bluesmen from other times. He executes his music the way it should
be with a self-taught mix of slide, finger-picking, quasi-frailing
techniques, and a voice that says, "this is the blues". Charlie Parr is
the real deal. We’re not pulling your leg. But don’t take our word
for it... listen to his music. You’ll be glad you did. Always a sold out
show at Oak Center, get your tickets early!
THE PINES
Saturday, Jan. 20 th, 8PM
Alt Country/ Indie-rock/ Americana
Iowa-born/Minneapolis-based folk rock artists the The Pines have
created a loyal following for their lush, layered sound and poetic
lyrics inspired by the land and folklore of the American Midwest.
Bridging the folk, roots and indie worlds with their modern take on
American music, frontmen/songwriters Benson Ramsey and David
Huckfelt share a common musical language rooted in the songs and
songwriters of their native Iowa. The Pines' sound balance Ramsey's
ethereal, somberly beautiful songs with Huckfelt's darkly romantic,
cinematic tales for a sweeping sound that evokes the vastness and
loneliness of the Great Plains. The intricate guitar interplay between
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Benson and David is layered over the atmospheric keyboard work
and vocal harmonies of Alex Ramsey (Benson's brother) to form the
core of The Pines' instantly recognizable sound. The Pines’ sound
captivates and elevates with rare intimacy –Get tickets early!
PUSHING CHAIN
Saturday, Jan. 27 th, 8PM
Guitar & Fiddle Duo
Pushing Chain was formed in 2012 by Boyd Blomberg and Adam
Moe. The duo, which has been performing together in various
manifestations since 1997, plays Folky-Tonk music featuring Boyd
on guitar and vocals and Adam on the fiddle and vocals. Strong
songwriting, tight harmonies, and a gonzo approach have been
winning fans for Pushing Chain across the Midwest and beyond.
We’re delighted to have them at Oak Center.
For further information, please call The Oak Center General
Store, (507) 753-2080 or email folkforum@riverland.org.
Thank you for your friendship and participation. New ideas are
welcome; please contact us with your thoughts.
www.oakcentergeneralstore.com

folk forum CALENDAR IN BRIEF Fall/ Winter 2017
October
7th, Sat. 8PM The Dead Pigeons
14th, Sat. 8PM Rita Hoskings and Sean Feder
21st, Sat. 8PM T Bruce Bowers and Ric Gillman
28th, Sat. 8PM Boiled in Lead
November
4th, Sat. 8PM Robby Vee & his rock-n-roll caravan
11th, Sat. 8PM High 48’s
18th, Sat. 8PM Chuck Suchy
25h, Sat. 8PM Erik Koskinen
December
2nd, Sat. 8PM The Barley Jacks with Brian Wicklund
9th, Sat. 8PM Molly Maher & Disbelievers w/ Mary Bue opener
16th, Sat. 8PM Radoslav Lorkovic and T. Bruce Bowers
22nd, Fri. 8PM Charlie Parr
January
20th, Sat. 8PM The Pines
27th, Sat. 8PM Pushing Chain

folk forum
c/o Oak Center General Store
67011 hwy 63
Lake City, MN 55041
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